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1 Introduction
1.1

Fiona Jackson and Sue Furness of the Morlaggan Rural Settlement Group commissioned this
dendrochronological work to establish the age of some of the culturally-meaningful trees which
grow on the site of a former farming settlement at High Morlaggan, near Arrochar in Argyll & Bute.
This decision followed a historic-tree survey and recommendations by native woodlands
consultant Peter Quelch. The settlement has been the subject of a community-led archaeological
investigation supported by HLF and the Scotland’s Rural Past programme, amongst others.
Dendrochronology is a means of providing additional chronological control in wooded cultural
landscapes, and hence its use here. The project leaders would have liked to apply the technique
more widely, but were of course constrained by funding. The author has contributed some of her
own time to allow some extra work to be undertaken, but there could be much wider applications
in this relatively well-wooded relict landscape. The selected trees for this study were a row of
hawthorns (Plate 1) which grow around the area known as the ‘kailyard’ very close to the
archaeological remains of the High Morlaggan farming settlement and a large hollow rowan of
possible pollard form which is associated with an area of old cultivation traces near the
settlement. The rowan was recently felled by a power company (Plate 2), apparently because it is
under the way-leave of an electricity pylon line. A nearby living rowan tree was sampled to allow
comparison.

Plate 1 Hawthorns in a row at the edge of the
‘kailyard’ enclosure, Loch Long in background;
From R to L HMH1, HMH2 & HMH3
Photo: C Mills Aug 2011

Plate 2 The rowan (HMR1), after felling by
the power line company.
Photo C Mills Aug 2011

2 Methods
2.1

Sampling was undertaken by the author on 23 August 2011 in the company of Sue Furness and
with the prior permission of the landowner. The samples from living trees were taken using
Swedish increment corers which had been sterilised beforehand. The rowan of pollard form had
been felled by a power line company in around March-May 2010, and its main stem was hollow.
Thus slice samples were taken; including a partial slice low down the stem, capturing the wood
which survives around the hollow centre, plus slices at the point where the main branches
emerge from the top of the stem where there was a more complete cross-section available. The
slices were taken by Peter Quelch (the low sample) and by the High Morlaggan project team (the
higher branch emergence samples). Tree location and other key attributes, such as stem girth,
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sample height and core direction were recorded for each sample (Table 1). Tree location was
recorded as 10 figure NGR using a GPS handheld device, model Garmin GPSMAP 60CSx, which
works especially well under tree canopy. The NGR for the felled rowan was provided by Sue
Furness. Each tree was given a unique analytical number and each individual sample or radius
measured was given a suffix letter. Preparation and analysis of samples was undertaken between
August and October 2011.
2.2

Standard dendrochronological techniques were employed in the analytical work. The cores were
gently dried under weights to prevent warping then mounted in routed wooden holders. The
surfaces of the samples were prepared for measurement by gentle sanding, using sequentially
finer grades of sandpaper. The tree-ring width sequences were measured on a Heidenhain
measuring table, under a low-power microscope, linked to a P.C. Data capture, analysis and
plotting were undertaken using the ‘Dendro’ suite of programs (Tyers 1999). The program
produces `t' values as a measure of the degree of correlation between sequences, and as a
general rule of thumb values above 3.5 are considered to be significant, although the length of
overlap also has to be taken into account. Visual cross-matching of the graphed tree-ring width
sequences is undertaken to seek statistical positions of match, and thus to provide an absolute
calendrical date span to the sample. This cross-matching process helps to eliminate potential
inaccuracies caused by breaks in cores or very compressed bands of growth, and provides a
much more reliable result than simple counting of rings. However, neither hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna Jacq.) nor rowan (Sorbus aucuparia L.) are commonly used in dendrochronological
dating, and furthermore they are diffuse porous species which means they have rather unclear
ring patterns compared to ring-porous species like oak and ash. Therefore, this work was rather
experimental and apart from the uncertainty over whether these species are reliable candidates
for cross-dating, there is no other Scottish reference data against which to check their measured
tree-ring patterns. Thus, High Morlaggan represents the start of the development of tree-ring
chronologies for these two native species in Scotland. Given their common occurrence in Scottish
semi-natural woodlands and historic cultural landscapes, this is an important area for
development.

2.3

Where cores do not reach centre, an estimate of the number of rings missed is made using the
pith offset method, which involves overlying a transparent template with several sets of concentric
circles, each at different ‘ring width’ intervals. Matching the width and curvature of the inner rings
of the sample to the most similar set of concentric circles on the template allows one to estimate
the number of rings missing to centre, assuming a constant interval. This, together with an
estimate used for the number of years it would take for a stem to reach core sampling height,
allows allocation of estimated ‘birth’ date or sprouting date for the tree. It is not feasible to take
core samples at ground level because (a) room is needed to turn the corer handle and (b) ring
patterns become distorted if too near the root plate. Thus samples were taken at a low but
workable height (Table 1).

3 Results
3.1

Samples were obtained from three hawthorns and from two rowans. The details of the sample
types and locations are given Tables 1 (hawthorn) & 3 (rowan) and the sampled trees are shown
in Plates 3-7. The dendro results are summarised in Tables 2 (hawthorn) and 4 (rowan).
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Table 1 Key attributes of the High Morlaggan sampled hawthorn trees
Tree

Sample type

Sample
name

NGR

Sample: direction core
taken from

Stem girth(m) at
sample height

Sample height (m)

Hawthorn 1

Core

HMH1a

NN 27722 01615

Multi-stemmed specimen:
Sampled Westernmost
large stem from the NNW

1.38

0.60

Hawthorn 2

Core

HMH2a

NN 27707 01607

NNW

1.06

0.55

Hawthorn 3

Core

HMH3b

NN 27730 01606

ENE

0.93

0.35

Table 2 Ring-counts and other dendro-data for High Morlaggan hawthorn samples.
Sample

No. of
measured
rings

Dendro-date of measured treering sequence

Inner
end pith
offset

Inferred
date of
central ring
at sample ht

Outer edge: No. Sapwood rings,

Average
annual
tree-ring
width
increment
mm

Estimated
sprouting date,
assuming vertical
growth rate of 10cm
pa (and in brackets
assuming 1.92 cm
p.a. see text.)
c.1926
(or c. 1901 using the
slower growth rate
estimate)

HMH1a
(crossmatches with
HMH3b)

76

4

1932

A few rings under bark fragmented
on coring but can see how they join
up under microscope, believe
measured to bark-edge, ie to Ring for
2011 inclusive

2.17

HMH2a

76

Spans relative years 8 to 83 cf
HMH3b; if assume outer
ring=2011 (based on outer core
fragment examination)
measured sequence spans
1936-2011
Not matching 1a & 3b: Inferred
span 1919-1994 based on the
best visual match (t=1.78) where
HMH2a ends at 1994 against
Master HMHMx2

4

1915

1.38

c.1909
(or c. 1886 using the
slower growth rate
estimate)

HMH3b–
(crossmatches with
HMH1a)

76

10

1919

1.35

c.1915 (or c. 1901
using the slower
growth rate
estimate)

Hawthorn
Master
HMHMx2 –
mean of
HMH1a &
HMH3b

83

Spans relative years 1- 76 cf
HMH1a’s end of relative year 83
(=2011) so this measured
sequence would span 19292004 when HMH1a ends 2011
AD1929-2011
INFERRED SEQUENCE SPAN,
BASED ON BARK EDGE OF
COMPONENT HMH1a

10

c.1919

Est. loss of approx15 rings in outer
unmeasured fragments – can see 15
or so narrow rings in broken
fragments at outer edge and can see
bark edge on the outer fragment,
could easily be 17 lost rings as would
be indicated by best visual match
with HMHMx2
At least 6 rings lost under bark as
detached fragments have 6 rings; this
tallies with position of match against
HMH1a which indicates there are 7
missing outer rings on HMH1a
Bark Edge on HMH1a – so final
ring = AD 2011

1.71

3.2 The three sampled living hawthorns were from a clear linear alignment (Plate 1), and there was a
further dead specimen at the south eastern end of the same alignment; the sampled trees and
that dead specimen were equidistant, at 6 of the author’s paces apart, and clearly originate as a
planted feature. Furthermore Hawthorn 1 is multi-stemmed (Plate 3), with the stems in the same
alignment as the feature as a whole. The strong impression is of an out-grown hawthorn hedge.
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Plate 3: HMH1 multi-stemmed

Plate 4: Hawthorn HMH2

hawthorn, pink string marks
sample location
3.3

Plate 5 Hawthorn HMH3
Photos: C Mills Aug2011

The three hawthorn dendro-samples were measured and the tree-ring width sequences
compared visually and statistically with each other. Measurement was not easy because as
diffuse porous species, the ring pattern and the boundaries between rings are rather unclear and
so it was possible that measurement errors were made. However, two of the sequences (HMH1a
and HMH3b) matched each other well visually and statistically, which tends to confirm the
measurements, and helpfully one of these two samples extended to bark edge (HMH1a, Tables 1
&2). This allowed a master to be formed of the two sequences and an absolute date span to be
applied (AD1929-2011), despite the lack of any pre-existing reference chronologies for hawthorn
(Table 2, Figure 1).

AD1929

AD2011

HMH3b
1
HMH1a

B

1

Figure 1 The visual match and date spans of samples HMH1a (from Hawthorn 1) and HMH3b (from
Hawthorn 3). Statistical match is t=4.81 with a 69 year overlap. Based on the sample from Hawthorn 1
extending to bark edge, together the two matching ring sequences span AD1919-2011. A further
allowance needs to be made to interpolate the sprouting date (see text).

3.4

The remaining hawthorn sample, HMH2a, did not yield a significant t-value against either of the
other two hawthorn samples. This may be due to undetected ring measurement errors, although
the sample was re-checked and no obvious points of error could be located. Of course, hawthorn
is an untried species for dendrochronology, and it may simply be that it can display quite different
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ring patterns even when growing within a short distance. The forms of the trees were complex
and may have involved hedge trimming or other interventions which may have differed between
individual trees, one possible cause of varying ring patterns. Like HMH3b, the outer rings of
HMH2a had fragmented on coring; hawthorn proved a very hard and difficult wood to core and
the degree of muscle power needed to get the corer to penetrate the thick fibrous bark meant a
lot of pressure and fragmentation of the outer wood zone immediately under the bark. However, it
was possible to see that on core sample HMH2a there were at least 15 mostly very narrow rings
in the small fragments of core extracted from the outer wood, in separate small sections. They
could not be measured as it was uncertain whether they were continuous but this allowed a
potential visual matching position to be sought against master sequence HMHMx2 at around 15
rings in from the bark edge. In fact the best visual match at around that position is where HMH2a
ends 17 years earlier than HMHMx2, at AD1994 (Figure 2, Table 2), where the t-value is 1.78.
While not sufficiently convincing to allow HMH2a to be admitted to the site hawthorn chronology,
this is good evidence for the likely date span of the sample. There could be undetected errors but
assuming they would at most affect the date span by a couple of years either way, this would not
make much difference to the interpretation of the hawthorn dates overall.

AD1919

AD2011

HMH2a
1
HMHMx2
1

Figure 2

Hawthorn 2 sample HMH2a compared to the 2-sequence master HMHMx2 (made of

samples from Hawthorn 1 and Hawthorn 3), at the best visual matching position which is consistent
with the estimated number of missing outer rings on HMH2a. This indicates a likely date span of
AD1919 to AD1994 for the measured section of HMH2a; if the outer rings had been intact then the
sample would have spanned AD1919 to 2011. Of course, a further allowance has to be made to
interpolate the sprouting date (see text) given that the core samples have to be taken above ground
level (see Table 1 for sampling heights).
3.5

Having obtained date spans for the three measured hawthorn sequences (Table 2), it remains to
calculate likely sprouting dates from them. There are two stages of estimating to be undertaken,
first to work out the date of the central ring at sampling height and then to allow for time for the
stem to grow to sampling height. No cores quite hit centre, though they were close (Table 2).
Therefore the pith offset figure first needs to be added to the inner end of the dated sequence to
obtain the probable date of the central ring at sampling height. This gives central ring dates of
1932, 1915 and 1919 for Hawthorns 1, 2 and 3 respectively (Table 2). They were cored at
different heights (60cm, 55cm and 35 cm respectively, Table 1) and have variable forms and
girths (Plates 3-5, Table 1), so a difference of central ring date at coring height is not surprising.
The most difficult estimate to make is the vertical growth rate, as this can be so dependent on
individual site conditions, species, management history and relative exposure to grazing damage
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(Mills 2011). Despite the thorny characteristics of hawthorn, making it a favoured hedging barrier,
its soft young shoots may apparently be eaten (Rackham 1976, 158). One might assume a
generalised vertical growth rate of 10 cm per annum, as has been inferred for oak coppice (Mills
2011) for example, or we might try to deduce a growth rate from the limited site data available
here. If we assumed for one moment that these three hawthorns would grow at roughly the same
vertical rate when young, then we could look at the difference between the central ring dates at
each sample height to gain an idea of a general vertical growth rate for hawthorn here. The
greatest height difference is between Samples HMH1a and HMH3b, the two samples which
match each other. HMH3b is the lowest of all the samples and had reached 35cm above ground
level by 1919 while HMH1a had reached 60cm by 1932, with the difference between them
indicating the possibility that it could take 13 years for one hawthorn stem to grow 25cm vertically,
a vertical growth rate of 1.92 cm per annum. This seems very slow in light of the fact that
hawthorn hedging is usually thought to have been planted for its quick growing properties (its
English vernacular name is ‘Quickthorn’, Rackham 1976, 34) and that much faster vertical growth
rates are seen in other deciduous species (Mills 2011). We might reflect however on the multistem form of HMH1 and wonder if it was cut back at some point after planting and that we are
looking at re-growth of a slightly later phase than the original hedge planting. This would make
that derived vertical growth rate artificially slow. The other feasible comparison is between
HMH3b (sampled at 35cm height) and HMH2a (at 55cm height), but the central ring dates
confuse the issue as HMH2a appears to have reached 55cm by AD1915 while it took until
AD1919 for HMH3b to reach 35cm in height. Therefore this comparison does not really help,
except perhaps to indicate that Hawthorn 3 was especially slow growing.
3.6

It seems likely the truth lies somewhere between the 10cm pa figure used for oak coppice and
other vigorous tree species (Mills 2011) and the much slower rate of 1.92 cm pa derived from the
age/height differences of HMH1a and HMH3b. Table 2 shows both versions of calculation, using
10cm pa and 1.92 cm pa. The results indicate stem origin dates of between AD1901 and 1926
for Hawthorn 1, between AD1886 and 1909 for Hawthorn 2 and between AD 1901 and 1915 for
Hawthorn 3. However, it is suggested that we can refine this further by making the assumption
that the hedge was planted as a single feature in a single phase; the equidistant nature of the
aligned trees indicates this. Thus we should consider the common overlap periods between the
origin dates of the samples, which is AD1901-1909 when all three samples considered. If we
exclude Hawthorn 1 because of its multi-stem form (suggesting it could have been cut back and
re-grown since planting), then the common period of interpolated sprouting dates still falls
between AD1901 and 1909 when only Hawthorns 2 and 3 are considered. This seems consistent
with some other observations. The first extant ring on any of the samples is 1919 on Hawthorn 2
(at 55cm above ground and not quite at centre), while the sample which was taken closest to
ground level, Hawthorn 3, had a first measured ring at 1929 and an inferred central ring date (at
35cm sample height) of 1919. Thus the interpolated sprouting date in a range of AD1901-1909
seems entirely reasonable, implying a vertical growth rate between 1.94 and 3.5 cm pa for
Hawthorn 3 to reach 35cm by 1919, consistent with the earlier observations on likely vertical
growth rates.

3.7

Finally, one must consider whether the hawthorn hedge would have been grown from seed in
situ, or planted out as saplings. It is not possible to tell from the dendro evidence, but the
possibility of planting out saplings could obviously make it a slightly later feature. It is highly
feasible to grow hawthorn hedges from seed (Rackham 1976, 34), and even if planted out as
saplings it seems likely these would be as very small young plants. Therefore it is suggested on a
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combination of the dendro results and common sense that the hedge feature is very likely to have
been planted in one year within the period AD1901-1909.

Plate 6 Rowan 1 in c 2009, prior to felling by

Plate 7: Rowan 2 Photo C Mills Aug 2011

power company in 2010. It grows from a
large rock which appears to be incorporated
within the enclosure dyke around the
cultivated area. Photo provided by Fiona
Jackson & Sue Furness

3.8

The two sampled rowans were from rather different tree forms. The key objective was to obtain
information about the felled rowan (HMR1) which had been described by Peter Quelch (2011) as
having a pollard form and which is on the edge of a once cultivated area (Plate 6), apparently
growing from the old field dyke. When the High Morlaggan project started, this was a living tree
(Plate 6) but unbeknownst to the project, was felled (Plate 2) in 2010 by the power company
maintaining the pylon line above it, sometime between March and May (Fiona Jackson pers
comm). Apart from flagging up the lack of protection for historic tree features in the landscape,
this is important information as it allows the bark edge date of the samples to be determined and
thus helps in calculating date of origin. The last complete ring under the bark would be for the
growing season 2009, and indeed there was very little to see of the beginnings of a 2010 ring on
the sample and this partial narrow ring of spring vessels only was not measured (Table 2).
Samples were taken as slices from the rowan, at the top of the ‘pollard’ stem where the crown
branches emerged, and from quite near the base of the hollow stem where only the outer part of
the stem cross-section survived (Tables 1 and 2). Despite rot, the upper sample retains the
central rings and a complete cross-section for the two largest branches, and so come closer to
date of origin that the hollow near-base sample. Furthermore, the upper sample facilitates
examination of the branch emergence dates; a formal pollard should have common ages for the
main branches if the entire crown was cut back in one episode. Another living rowan in the same
general area of the site was sampled as a comparison (Rowan 2; Tables 1 & 2; Plate 7), to help
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cross-check the data from Rowan 1 and to deduce whether other rowan trees might be
contemporary with the occupation of the old settlement.

Table 3 Key attributes of the High Morlaggan sampled rowans
Tree

Sample type

Sample
name

NGR

Sample: direction core
taken from

Stem girth(m) at
sample height

Sample height (m)

Rowan 1
(felled)

Slice (sequence is from
largest branch at conjoined
emergence of 3 branches)
Slice (smaller branch
conjoined with sample 1a)
Partial slice near felled
base of tree
Core

HMR1a

NN 2769 0174

N.A.

0.90

c.2.5

HMR1b

NN 2769 0174

N.A.

0.75

c.2.5

HMR1c

NN 2769 0174

N.A.

2.4

0.5

HMR2

NN 27752 01696

SSW

1.43

1m up leaning trunk but
0.6m above ground

Rowan 1
(felled)
Rowan 1
(felled)
Rowan 2
(living)

Table 4 Ring-counts and other dendro-data for High Morlaggan rowan samples.
Sample

No. of
measured
rings

Dendro-date of measured treering sequence

Inner
end pith
offset

Inferred
date of
central
ring at
sample ht

Outer edge
+½B = unmeasured
final partial ring
under bark

HMR1a
largest BRANCH at point
of conjoined emergence of
3 branches

116

Centre

1894

HMHR1b another smaller
branch - conjoined sample
with 1a

Est 93 (rings
counted but
not
measured)

Centre

HMR1c Partial SLICE near
felled base of tree

58

INFERRED DATES 1894-2009
(not cross-matching with
HMHR2)
felled early in 2010 growing
season; so assume
measured sequence spans
1894-2009
INFERRED if assume bark at
2009, then spans 1917-2009
(rings counted but not
measured, v unclear pattern due
to rot)
INFERRED if assume last entire
ring is 2009, measured
sequence covers AD1952-2009

>>10

HMR2 CORE

64

INFERRED (not cross-matching)
AD1948-2011

4

3.9

Estimated
date of origin,
assuming
vertical growth
rate of 10cm pa

Bark +½B

Average
annual
tree-ring
width
increment
mm
0.85

1917

Bark +½B

NA

c.1892 for
branch
emergence
date

Has to
pre-date
HMR1a,
which has
centre at
1894
1944

Bark +½B

2.95

Use info from
HMR1a: infer
stem origin
before c.1869

Bark

2.99

c.1934

c.1869 for
branch
emergence
date

Pollarding is where a tree is cut back high every few years, so that re-growth is protected from
grazing damage and to provide a sustainable supply of poles and other woodland products, while
allowing grazing to continue in the vicinity. This is as opposed to coppicing, where the tree is cut
back to near ground level, and where the re-growing stools have to be enclosed and stock kept
out for several years. Peter Quelch (2011) noted possible evidence for this particular rowan tree
(HM Rowan 1) having been cut back rather low at c 1m at some point in its earlier history, and
having re-grown above that subsequently. However, the branch emergence height of the felled
tree is around 2.5m up the stem, a more usual level for pollarding. The only samples available
were from 0.5 m up the stem where Peter obtained a sliver of the ‘rim’ wood around the hollow
centre (HMR1c, Tables 3 & 4) and a conjoined branch slice taken by Mr Jackson from c 2.5m up
the stem, at the general level where multiple branches emerged (HMR1a and 1b, Tables 3 & 4,
Plate 8).
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Plate 8 The slice sample from Rowan 1, from the point at which the branches emerged, c 2.5m
up the stem. Despite rot, it was possible to measure a ring pattern on the largest central branch
(with scale) to give sequence HMR1a which runs from centre to bark edge. The branch to its right
(HMR1b), despite being intact from centre to bark edge had been too far decomposed by rot to
render a measurable ring pattern, the wood structure being too degraded to surface properly on
sanding or razor-blading. However, it was possible to obtain a close estimate of its ring count,
important for testing the pollarding theory. The remains of a third rotted branch base can be seen
to the left of HMR1a.

3.10 One very noticeable difference between the slice samples from near the base of the tree
(HMR1c) and from the branch emergence point (HMR1a & b), apart from the hollow nature of the
base, is that the growth rate is much faster in the basal sample than in the branches. The
branches are slow grown and some are intact to centre (Plate 8) and therefore useful in capturing
a longer tree-ring sequence than the hollow base. Some rotted wood from near the centre of the
base was collected by CM during the Aug 2011 field visit, and examination under the microscope
confirmed that in its earlier years the main stem had also grown much more slowly. The
fragments were too small and rotten to measure. Our samples therefore do not allow us to get a
very precise handle on the age of the tree, but the oldest branch sample (HMR1a) has a central
ring at AD 1894. Given this sample was taken roughly 2.5 m above ground, and given the slow
growth rates seen in the rotted fragments of the centre of the stem lower down, one can argue
that the rowan must be at least mid 19th Century in origin if not earlier. If we applied a vertical
growth rate of 10 cm per annum, then it would take 25 years to reach 2.5m height, indicating an
origin around 1870, but a slower vertical rate seems likely given the narrow rings observed in the
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centre of the tree low down, and given Peter Quelch’s observation that the tree may have been
cut back at c 1m high at some point in time. It seems reasonable to suggest this tree must predate 1850 in origin, and could be even older.
3.11 Regarding its pollarding history, unfortunately the stem is so hollow that we cannot address the
issue through looking for cyclic ring patterns indicative of repeated pollarding (Mills et al 2009) of
the crown. Neither are we able to address the issue of a possible cutting back at c 1m high, for
the same reason. However, the branch slice sample (Plate 8) does give us useful information with
respect to the possibility raised by Peter Quelch that the branch formation, as seen prior to felling
(Plate 6), could have resulted from pollarding (Quelch 2011). If all the branches had been cut
back in a pollarding episode then one would expect their re-emergence to be even aged.
However, the results from HMR1a and HMR1b, from a cross-section through two adjacent branch
bases at the same level, very close to where they emerged (Table 4, Plate 8) show there is a
large age gap between them. The larger middle branch has a central ring at 1894 (HMR1a) while
the adjacent slightly smaller branch (HMR1b) has a central ring at 1917. The latter is based on a
ring count rather than ring measurements because the wood fabric here was too rotted to achieve
a good surface. Rowan is a diffuse porous species so its ring pattern is quite feint even with a
good surface. Thus the ring count and inferred central ring date for HMR1b is an estimate, but
unlikely to be out by more than a couple of years either way. So there is a real difference between
the branch ages of about 23 years, too much to be accounted for by measurement error.
Therefore the tree-ring evidence does not support the idea of these branches being the result of a
pollarding episode which removed the entire crown. One cannot of course eliminate the possibility
of individual branches having been cut ad hoc and re-grown at different times. However, it does
seem possible, given the apparent proximity of the tree to a high flat-topped boulder (Plate 6),
with the branches emerging not too much above that level, that the tree-form may have been
influenced by grazing damage. Repeated nibbling by wild animals or stock from that high boulder
could have encouraged a sort of pseudo-pollard form by stimulating and then checking back regrowth. Given the 1894 date for the central ring of branch HMR1a then we are potentially looking
at its emergence in the late 19th C, potentially within a few years before that date, when High
Morlaggan was still settled and when sheep farming is likely to be the main economic activity.
3.12 Finally, we turn our attention to the core from the living rowan taken as a comparison, HMR2
(Tables 3 & 4, Plate 7) and the attempted cross-matching between the rowan samples. Obtaining
cross-matching was not crucial to the archaeological interpretation as it was really the tree-ages
and management history that were central to the objectives. However, this was an opportunity to
explore the dendro-potential of rowan and to seek corroboration of the ageing results through any
cross-matching that might be obtained. The first thing to note is the ease of coring rowan
compared to the dense and difficult hawthorn stems. Rowan 2 was delightfully easy to core, the
smooth bark making a big difference to getting the corer to ‘purchase’ into the surface of the tree
and allowing an intact core to be removed. However, this is where the advantages over hawthorn
ended; the rowan ring patterns were even more difficult to measure than the hawthorn. Rowan is
another diffuse porous species which has not been explored previously for its
dendrochronological potential, at least not in Scotland. It proved to have some rings with very
unclear ring boundaries and, to further complicate matters, it also has banding within rings, a sort
of ‘false ring’ effect reflecting variations in cell size within a ring, which could easily be mistaken
for real rings. This especially occurs in wider rings, ie in good growing seasons and may reflect
fluctuations in conditions within the growing season.
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3.13 The core from Rowan 2 was intact and easy to surface, but it did have a rather unclear ring
pattern in places, and apart from the within-ring banding described above, it also had some bands
of discolouration due probably to zones of rot. It was quite fast grown, at an average 3 mm ring
width increment per annum (Table 4), and so there were more tricky banded wide rings to
contend with. The core contained 64 rings, with intact bark edge at 2011, and so the measured
ring pattern spans AD 1948-2011 assuming the rings were accurately identified. The core came
close to centre, with a pith offset of -4 indicating a central ring at AD 1944, at 1m up the stem, or
60cm above ground as the stem is leaning (Tables 3 & 4). If one assumed a growth rate of 10cm
per annum, then the sprouting date is estimated at around AD 1934, though this is not precise; it
could be several years either way, but it certainly has to pre-date 1944 by at least a few years. An
origin in the 1930s seems highly likely.
3.14 Given the ring measurement difficulties encountered in these rowan samples, combined with the
very narrow ring patterns obtained from the branch sample, which were also obscured by rot,
expectations were low regarding cross-matching. The relative chronological positions are based
on the known bark-edge dates with Rowan 1 having a last complete ring in 2009, under a partial
unmeasured ring for the beginning of the 2010 growing season just prior to felling, and with living
Rowan 2 having a final measured ring of 2011; it was cored in late August so this would be a
near-complete ring and was included. Given the measurement difficulties, it was not a huge
surprise to find that none of the samples produced a significant t-value (ie above 3.5) at the
expected positions of match. However, the visual comparisons of the ring-width graphs do help to
provide some comfort. There is a good visual similarity (Figure 3) between the graphs for sametree samples HMR1a (oldest branch) and HMR1c (partial near-base stem sample) where both
have their last complete ring in 2009 as expected. The t-value at this position is 2.94 (for a 58
year overlap), which is not far short of the usual 3.5 t value threshold for significance. This was
taken as confirmation of these two ring patterns having been measured at least consistently and
potentially correctly. Consequently a new tree-master sequence HMR1 was made by averaging
these two sequences together; this helps to iron out some of the individual sample noise.

AD1894

AD2009

HMR1a

+½Bs

1
HMR1c

+½Bs

1

Figure 3 Rowan 1, tree-ring width graphs for branch sample HMR1a and stem base sample HMR1c.
The visual match is good, the troughs and peaks synchronise in most areas, and despite the t value
being a little low at 2.94 this match, where the bark edges line up as expected, is regarded as correct.
3.15 The resultant Rowan 1 tree-master HMR1 was then compared with the core sequence HMR2
from Rowan 2, at the expected position of match (Figure 4). The t value for this comparison is
only 0.69 and the visual match is poor. This led to careful re-examination of sample HMR2, and
given how unclear it is in places, there are various locations where rings could have been mis-
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interpreted, either by measuring false rings, or by mistakenly conjoining feint real rings.
Temporary altered versions of the sequence HMR2 were made for various possible ‘corrections’
but none improved the visual match or the t-value, in fact they made the comparisons worse.
There may be undetected ring errors in HMR2 but is also possible that the two trees just do not
match each other very well, because of their different ages and growth responses, with HMR1
being much older and slower grown and perhaps subject to more grazing damage in the past.

AD1894

AD2011

HMR1

+½Bs

1
HMR2

HS

B

1

Figure 4 Comparison between tree-ring width graphs for Rowan 1 (an average of 2 slice samples) and
Rowan 2 (from a single core) at the expected position of match based on known bark edge dates. The
visual comparison is very poor, yielding a t-value of only 0.69 and there may be undetected ring errors.
HMR1 is more likely to be correct, given that it is the product of two matching sub-samples. HMR2 was very
unclear in places. However, the rowan analysis has provided useful tree age and management history
information, and shows there is a potential for finding long-lived rowan in historic landscapes.

4 Discussion
4.1

The analysis of previously unexplored species for Scottish dendrochronology, hawthorn and
rowan, has provided information relevant to understanding the development of the landscape at
High Morlaggan. It has been possible to provide a closely defined date of origin for the hawthorns
and a useful terminus ante quem date for the felled rowan, despite its hollow stem. The work also
provides some management history information and shows there is great potential for using these
species more widely in landscape history work.

4.2

This investigation indicates the strong probability that the sampled hawthorns at the High
Morlaggan ‘kailyard’ originate from a deliberately created hedge, supported by the observations
of their clear alignment and their equidistant spacing. The dendrochronological analysis has
provided absolute dendro-dates for two of the three sampled hawthorns, by cross-matching them
with each other and relating their dates to bark edge, and has provided a closely defined inferred
date-span for the third. The issue of deriving a creation date for the hedge is complicated by the
need to estimate sprouting dates from samples taken part-way up the stem, and further by not
knowing whether the hedge was planted from seed in situ or created by transplanting saplings.
However, it is argued that if the latter, small young plants would have been used and that it
makes little difference to the interpolated bracket of between AD1901 and AD1909 for the initial
hawthorn hedge planting. The possibility of some early hedge-cutting is raised by the multi-stem
form of Hawthorn 1, and if this is the cause (rather than planting multiple seeds or early grazing
damage) this must have happened quite early in the life of the hedge, certainly well before 1932
by which time the sampled stem had re-grown to 60cm height.
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Plate 9 Historic Valentine’s hand-tinted post-card view over High Morlaggan.
By this time the settlement appears semi-ruinous but is probably still inhabited, with an apparently
intact roofed building to the LHS, middle ground. The Valentine image numbering (27335), if
genuinely a negative view number, indicates a likely date of between 1890 and 1900 (Jackson
1999), most probably in the mid-late 1890s, for the original photograph based on the published
number runs. The likelihood that the photograph was taken from near the West Highland Railway
above the site, and the mention of the line in the caption, may help to refine the date further.
Construction began on the West Highland line in 1889 and the line to Fort William was opened to
passengers in Aug 1894, which is a likely terminus post quem for this photograph if we assume
the photographer travelled by train (ref for dating of the railway line: Wiki on West Highland
Railway http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Highland_Railway). Thus is seems the photograph was
most probably taken between 1894 and 1900. However, the dating of Valentines images is
complicated by the constant recycling of original negatives in later post-cards, meaning this may
not be the original caption, and by issues over the numbering and renumbering of images in their
archives through time. The Valentines archive is now held by the University of St Andrews Library,
and further research there could provide closer dating of the image.
Image provided by Fiona Jackson and Sue Furness.

4.3

The dendro-results for the hawthorn hedge make an interesting comparison with another source
of landscape history evidence, an early post-card view over High Morlaggan (Plate 9). As detailed
in the caption, this photograph was most probably taken between 1894 and 1900. The image
shows that the settlement is slipping into a semi-ruinous state by this time, but at least one
building is apparently still roofed. There is a linear green feature behind and to the left of that
roofed building, to the LHS of the image, but it is not at all clear that it is a hedge; it could be a
bank. None of the trees in this image can be the same ones as now seen in the overgrown
hawthorn hedge as the analysis indicates the hedge was planted after 1901; even if the analyst
has assumed too fast an establishment rate for the sampled hawthorns, they would have been
very small at the time of the photograph, in the unlikely event of them pre-dating 1901. The
dendro evidence for the hedge’s origins strongly suggests that it has to post-date this image, with
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a creation date between 1901 and 1909 indicated. It would now be worthwhile to explore the
documentary records in detail for the period 1901-1909 to see who might have been working the
land or living at the site then, as they probably planted the hedge. Interestingly the Ordnance
nd
rd
Survey 2 edition map of 1896 shows three roofed buildings and the 3 edition of 1907 shows
two (according to the High Morlaggan website timeline).

This map evidence seems to be

reflecting the slow decay and abandonment process captured in the post-card. The careful
planting of a hedge therefore seems to go against the grain, and shows that someone still felt the
th

site to be worthy of care and development in the early 20 Century. The planting of hawthorn
seems to be a practical initiative, rather than a landscape statement, and it is presumed that a
thorny hedge was desired to keep stock or other animals out of the enclosed area, which has
been interpreted by the project directors as a kailyard. There is also a spring just within this
enclosure, with a carefully constructed corbelled stone cover over it, and it would be worth
investigating whether this was another similarly late development of the site. Keeping the stock
out of the water supply would seem a sensible thing to do. The survival of two roofed structures to
1907, as indicated o the OS mapping, maintains the possibility that there were still inhabitants
here to plant the hedge sometime between 1901 and 1909. By 1916 it is thought that the site was
occupied by a shepherd, Donald Grant, who appears in a 1915/16 census record for Morlaggan
though he was not listed in 1914/15 (Fiona Jackson pers comm). The hedge is very likely to predate Donald Grant and post-date the Valentine’s post-card view.
4.4

The dendro-results for the felled Rowan 1 reveal it to be rather older than the hawthorn hedge,
with the oldest branch having a central ring at AD1894. Given that sample is about 2.5m above
ground, and given a likely slow vertical growth rate in the tree’s early years, it seems likely that
th

this rowan dates to the mid 19 C at latest and could be much older. Its hollow stem defies closer
dating. Given the location of the tree on the remains of a substantial wall next to an old cultivation
area, it seems appropriate to consider its relationship to the farming history of the site in the early
th

to mid 19 C. Of course, a tree growing out of a working dyke is possible, its location does not
necessarily imply the dyke or the cultivation had gone out of use when it became established.
However, it is tempting to consider whether there was some dislocation or change in land
management at the time. Wider changes to a sheep farming economy (in place by 1815), the sale
of the land to the Luss estate in 1821, and the presence of 5 roofed buildings and a shepherd in
th

1860 OS records reflect the persistence of this settlement through the early to mid-19 C, and of
course the settlement has medieval origins (High Morlaggan website timeline). So this rowan did
not establish itself in a deserted landscape, whether or not the field beside it was being cultivated
at the time. Perhaps the really interesting implication is that rowan can be a long lived species,
and if intact older specimens can be found, they could help provide a chronological framework for
Scottish cultural landscapes especially as they often seed in old stone ruins.
4.5

There is no tree-ring evidence for Rowan 1 having been pollarded; the two largest branches aged
show they emerged around 23 years apart, with central rings in 1894 and 1917, and this is strong
evidence that the form of the tree seen before felling in 2010 was not the consequence of
pollarding that crown. The tree’s form was probably more influenced by grazing damage,
assuming access to the crown by stock or wild animals was feasible from the adjacent tall flattopped rock (Plate 6). There is no way of assessing whether individual branches in this crown
may have been cut ad hoc, or indeed whether the tree was pollarded earlier in its life at c 1m
height as suggested by Peter Quelch (2011). Unfortunately the hollow nature of the main stem
means that there is no opportunity to seek the cyclic ring-patterns which can represent a
pollarding history (Mills et al 2009). It is interesting though that a branch as high as 2.5m above
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ground could have started forming in 1895, it implies relatively little change in the overall form of
the tree for over a century. It also shows how useful branch samples can be for obtaining a
minimum tree age when an intact stem sample is not available.
4.6

The second rowan sampled, Rowan 2, proved to be much younger, and faster grown, originating
probably in the 1930s, some 20 years after High Morlaggan ceased to be occupied. It probably
self-seeded and got away in that rocky area under arguably reduced grazing pressure by then.

4.7

The species and sample numbers employed in this small study are not conducive to climatic
reconstruction; Scots pine is really the only Scottish species which allows a meaningful climate
reconstruction. However, thinking about the idea of good years and bad years for growth,
whatever the cause, Rowan 1 does appear to have experienced some bad years in the first half
th

of the 20 C generally and with especially narrow rings in 1910/11, 1915/16, 1924 and 1945. Its
th
growth rate is better in the second half of the 20 C generally. The cause of such variation in a
single tree is entirely speculative, but rather than climate, one might in this case infer changes in
grazing pressure with perhaps the tree growing tall enough to evade most nibbling mouths by the
nd

th

2 half of the 20 C, by which time the branch structure (Plate 6) was well established, having
th
th
largely formed in the late 19 and early 20 C. The hawthorn show a slightly different picture with
the mean HMHMx2 (Figure 2) showing a gradual trend towards reducing growth-rate, quite
possibly an age-related decline in vigour, and with a particularly bad year in 1999. Differential
grazing pressure should not be a significant factor for such a thorny species, and there is
probably less relationship between its ring-pattern and the surrounding land management history
than would be the case for other less browse-tolerant species. However, as we have seen, the
hawthorn is especially important as a datable planted feature in this interesting cultural
landscape, one in which people continued to invest until the very last stages of occupation.
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